IN THE NEXT
ISSUE of c&a

Place your products in front of 17,000
cranes, telehandler, access buyers and
users who will be reading the July/
August issue of Cranes & Access…

The issue will include:

The Official Vertikal Days Show Guide

Vertikal Days is moving to Peterborough this year on 22nd & 23rd September.
Preparations are well underway for what is likely to be one of Europe’s first and
largest live crane, access and telehandler event of 2021. With so many machines
making their European and UK debuts, alongside countless new releases, it is not a
show to be missed! Every exhibitor will be included, along with details of products
and services on display, in this 24 page show guide which will feature as a pull-out
from the centre of the July/August issue of Cranes & Access magazine.

Loader cranes

In this annual feature we will take at look at new product developments and
techniques, along with an overview of the market, covering loader cranes and
new product launches. Have you got any news or information to add?

Slab electric scissor lifts

Always plenty to talk about in the electric scissor sector – we’ll bring you all the
latest so if you have any news, we’d love to hear from you.

Software & Technology/BIM
We’ll be looking at what’s new in software and
technology for the access & lifting sectors.
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Every issue of C&A is also packed with our regular columns, news plus reader’s letters, books, models,
training, along with the latest news from the CPA, ALLMI, IPAF and PASMA. Whether you are looking for local or
global markets for these products you simply cannot do better than to promote your products in Cranes & Access.

Ask us about our Special Advertising Packages advertising@vertikal.net
or call us on UK +44(0)8448 155900 or mobile +44(0)7989 970862

XCMG
Platforms

The aerial work platform sector is not particularly well
served when it comes to scale model replicas, but
XCMG has commissioned two from its range. They are
made by Yagao in 1/35 scale, which is a popular scale
for Chinese manufacturers. The 92ft XGS 30 is a selfpropelled telescopic boom lift with a 30 metre working
height, while the 46ft XGA 16 is articulated model with
a 16 metre working height.

Both models come in XCMG
branded boxes, and no assembly
is required. They are made to a
similar standard.
The XGS 30 chassis is fairly simple,
and although the modelling suggests
extendable axles, the functionality is
not implemented. A few graphics are
applied to provide detail, including for
the control panel. The XCMG name on
the counterweight is embossed in.
The telescopic boom has three
sections with some graphics. The
boom lift cylinder has a plastic barrel
and there are no hydraulic hoses.
Articulated
boom on the
XGA 16

c&a

books & models
The XGA 16
and XGS 30

Detailed small graphics

This large model rolls well, and
both axles have steering with a
good range of movement. The
superstructure rotates smoothly. The
boom raises and holds any pose.
The basket is an all metal part with
an adjustable angle to maintain
level, and also rotates. The model
has reasonable stability with the
boom fully extended over the side,
but extendible axles would be an
improvement.
The XGA 16 is also a fairly simple
model. Some graphics are applied,
and the rounded shape of the
superstructure
covers and
counterweight are
modelled well. The
XCMG name on
the counterweight
is embossed, and
the graphics for
the control panel
are finely detailed.

Nice loads for a
suitable truck

The model rolls well, with
steering on the front axle with a
good range of movement.

XGS 30 shows
off its reach

The two risers and base
boom section are all metal
sections, as are the telescopic
section and basket. The boom
raises easily with just a little
looseness in the cylinder so not
every elevation can be posed.
The basket angle is
Cranes Etc Model Rating
adjustable to maintain
a level attitude. It also
XGS 30 XCA 16
rotates.
Packaging (max 10)
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These are both
Detail (max 30)
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straightforward and
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robust models which
Quality (max 25)
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are decent value based
Price
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on the prices charged
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from China.
To read the full review
of this model visit
www.cranesetc.co.uk
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